Program Evaluation – an interactive degree plan tool

This is your new and improved Program Evaluation Tool! Use this to:

- Monitor **Completed ✓** degree requirements
- Monitor **Incomplete ⚠** degree requirements
- Search for a course for a particular requirement
- View a New Program to discover other potential majors

Click on a topic below to learn how to use the Program Evaluation features:
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**Monitoring Degree Requirements**

Degree requirements are coded with colors and symbols depending on the status of that requirement.

- ⚠ This symbol means that you have not completed, registered for, or planned a course that meets this requirement
- ✓ This symbol means that this requirement has been completed
- ✓ This symbol means that you have planned a course for this requirement in a future semester. Remember, this **does not** mean this course will be offered in the term that you planned it
- ⚛ This symbol means that a course in this requirement is currently in progress
It is a good idea to check the Program Evaluation tab after planning courses to make sure they are fulfilling the requirements you are planning for.

**Quick and interactive Course Searching**

Are you in need of a Biblical Literature Gened, but not sure which courses will fulfill it? Just use the quick Search tool on the Program Evaluation tool.

Clicking on this icon will take you to Courses & Sections. From here you can look at courses that meet this requirement and see if they are offered in the upcoming semester.

**View a New Program – “What if” I change my major?**

Thinking about switching your major? Wondering which of your current courses would go toward a new program? Try “View a New Program.”

You have the option to choose a program that is similar to your current program. This will show an estimate of your progress if you were to switch. This estimated progress only includes your completed courses, not your planned or registered courses.
You can also choose to view any program offered at Whitworth by searching a keyword (e.g., “Health,” “Art,” etc.).

Remember, Viewing and New Program does not change your major. To officially change your major, you will need to fill out a major/minor form and return it to the registrar’s office.

When you refresh your page or exit out of the program, the new program requirements will disappear.